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l Task 1: Short Answers responding to two or three media texts on an issue (5-6 
Ġğƅ) 

l Task 2: ANALYSE and COMPARE the argument and persuasive language in the same two or three media 

texts (700-800 }) 
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	��� Language Analysis� 
��ÜGÞÐpŢĸ language analysisƌĭć"ƀļ8v“x�ľ”ƍç�ÒâoŐnŔßŕĮ´Įľ%
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1. ŒÒâčŋĀÚ��Ǝš
ŋĀÚ{,�ćčƎ(context) 

2. ŒÒâčA-ĮÚŖƌ�"���ļ:-Ǝ(contention) {ƍ�"Úo¼ň´ÚÃµç
ľĀ^Ǝ´

ĮoťõçĘÍƃ^Ǝ 

3. ŒÒâ�¶Ê<čŋÇÚ��Ǝ7�č�*-ĮÚ_�X�*-Į¸Þ�\č°ĽƎ-Į"Ú_x

+ľĀď\ƌ)�ŋĀČÞ�\Ǝ(argument) 

4. ŒÒâč-Įčœô{,Ǝ(tone)   

5. ŖÚšĢÒĝčĎéU%Ǝ�"ŹŕÒĝ×Yİ'Þ��±U´¯öƌ'ć��êč1¦Ǝ 

(audience) 
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È�å! tone�/ƌŢĸŢ�ðŉł=æƍ 

The tone of a piece of writing refers to the mood or feel of a piece of writing. It expresses the writer’s 

feelings about what they are saying. One way to work out the tone of a piece is to think about how it would 

sound if it was read aloud.  

 

The tone can change throughout a piece. If it does, identify the main tone and then consider why it changes 

when it does. 

 

Example 1: The enthusiastic tone creates a sense of energy and progress, in phrases such as, “Let’s be 

excited-keep being excited.” 

 

�Ľč tone wordsƍ 

 

 

�ł tone��Ćł-Įč°nƁ�6Ŵƌ�\č tone�'�ŕĮ�ć�\č¡h�xŲč=æħ�

¤�Y��  
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Language Analysis 
�� 1  ���  
(�47���.2�& (�%#6�����)��!,�	*��+��*�6�"5.6
������*���3-
1'0/��$�) 
 
The statistical evidence “______________” is intended to emphasise/stress/highlight/accentuate the gravity 

/severity of ________________ (issue of the text). The authority /accuracy of the evidence could arouse 

__________’s nervousness/anxiety/anger/worry/concern/criticism against__________________(issue), as 

they would worry _________________could position _____________to feel 

nervous/anxious/angry/worried/concerned, as they ________________. 

 

The author metaphorically portrays “___________” as “_____________”. The negative / positive 

connotation of this word suggests that ________________(the implied meaning of the word/phrase). 

_________________(target audience) are stimulated to develop a sense of _____________. 

 

The author intentionally exaggerates the urgency/severity/danger/benefit/advantage of _________ by 

enlisting the phrase “______________”.  _____________(target audience) are positioned to feel _________, 

as they would ____________. 

 

The author also incorporates his/her own experience of “________________” to invite _____________ 

(target audience) to recall their memory when they face the similar issue. They would be more likely to 

agree with ____________(last name of writer), as they would feel ___________ about the 

____________(the issue). 
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Language Analysis ������  
(�����������	 �����������
������������) 
 
�� 1 ! 

• Example: Yet again the government has frittered away millions of dollars of our money, this time on 
a desalination plant that will not be used. 
Now write your own response. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
�� 2: 

• A survey of salt levels in a range of foods sold by six major fast-food chains showed most products 
contained excessive quantities of sodium, the Australian Division of World Action on Salt and Health 
(AWASH) said. Three quarters of the sandwiches and burgers surveyed using nutritional data from 
the websites of McDonald’s, … and KFC contained more than half the maximum daily allowance of 
salt in a single serve. 
 

• Argument: Salt level in fast food is dangerous to health. 
 
Write your own response now. 
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Argument and language analysis overview chart 
 

Issue: 
Context: 
 

 

Text 1  
  Contention 
  Audience 
  Tone 
  Style-form and language- 
include visual 

 

Main points + further 
explanation 

Written & visual persuasive 
language that supports points 

Likely audience impact 
(Appeals and what they might 
think, feel, believe, do) 

1. 
 

  

2. 
 

  

3.  
 

  

Text 2  
l Contention 
l Audience 
l Tone 
l Style-form and language- 

include visual 

 

Main points + further 
explanation 

Written & visual persuasive 
language that supports points 

Likely audience impact 
(Appeals and what they might 
think, feel, believe, do) 

1. 
 

  

2. 
 

  

3.  
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Presenting an Argument (������	 Unit 4 SAC 2) 
 
Planning Sheet 

 
  

Issue 
 
 
 

Contention 
 
 
 

First Reason 
(strongest reason) 

 
 
 

Supporting Evidence 
 
 
 

Second Reason 
(second strongest 

reason) 

 
 
 

Supporting Evidence 
 
 
 

Third Reason (third 
strongest reason) 

 
 
 

Supporting Evidence 
 
 
 

Rebuttal (arguments 
against the 

opposition’s points) 

 
 
 

Conclusion 
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Language Analysis  
2020 VCE EAL past paper
�� (���
���) 
 
Targeting at the local community (1), a young farmer Warwick Bandle delivers a speech with a serious and 
warning tone (2) over the recent issue of unregulated use of recreational drones on farmland (3). With two 
accompanying photographs showcasing potential drone crush and the incurred injuries (4), he attempts to 
persuade the local residents to endorse the licencing procedures for recreational drone use (5). 
 

• ÂØÒĝč target audience, šŰ�Úâp�ó 

• ĀØ Bandleč¬+œôƌšŰÚńdčgÀ¥čƌconcerning�Y! 

• ĀØÒĝ¶ņŋč issue – �£őƅÚ��, šŰÚáGġDč$ŷÖ�ã.Ĉ 

• ĀØ visual imageč �!Qxë(ŧ<č°�Ú�� 

• Bandleč�£ŋĀƌ šŰÚ�àG�$ŷÖ�ãŊYŅō 

Bandle commences his speech by straightforwardly arguing that irresponsible drone flying causes financial 
damage to the local farming business (6). Since he mainly targets his fellow farmers, the readers would likely 
to echo with him as they might also be the victims of this new technology (7). He uses some examples when 
drone owners look for their crushed toys “leaving gates open and letting out the sheep and cattle” (8). He 
adopts the commonly seen accidents to stress that the loss caused by careless people is frequent and 
intends to arouse other farmer’s empathy that they have paid a fair price for others recklessness (9). Thus, 
they would develop an initial hatred towards drones. In the accompanying picture, the crushed drone lying 
unattended in the farm is waiting to be collected by the walking youngster who is preoccupied with 
retrieving her toy without considering the impact she has already caused to the owner of the land (10). This 
picture serves to visually influence the farmers as they would recollect the similar chaos in their own lives. 
While their displeasure can be triggered for the drones, they would grow even more irritated by the 
operators who should be controlled by the law (11).  
 

• Bandle čĞ�
=ŋĀƌ³"ƀļ»�-�Ññč topic sentence  

• šŰ BandleƆ3ÊC� droneī local farmers�åčŘƂ¡hƌŇ local farmerŁ¢�"ı�
M�V² dronečU�Į 

• ?�Żč example – quote + the context (Ĉı�čőWŤ context) 

• š
 example¶�åč intended effect – drone crush¶�åčÅyƀļ farmersı�¹UƌŇ
farmersŁ¢�5�ƌ¶!�"�'ĊïS�<š� drone userč®Ĭ 

• =æ visualčĞ�
ðƇƍĈı�čőÉŤ visualŰƂÞ�� 

• š
 pictureč intended effectƌŇŕĮ"�đĐCš� drone userîo;ĉŰļÆ dronečš

®ĳƌÊŮ�š� farmersŕĮ�E¶ĨNčď\qÛƌjś�"�š
�#čR±®Ĭ 

The farmer continues to argue that the real problem is not just the players but also the negligence of city 
councils who ignore the needs of farmers and encourage inconsiderate trading of toys (12). Where is an 
angry tone he vents that the benefits of local residents are “being ignored by the council”, while the toys are 
being encouraged (13). He reveals the truth that local government is more concerned about their industrial 
promotion while neglecting the lives of the people they are proposed to protect and represent (14). Fellow 
farmers grievance could now be shifted from the players to the councillors and are made aware that this 
solution to the draw issue is not on the players but on the more influential legislators (15). After the 
explanation of the problem, he and they argument with an emphatic “enough” to resonate the voice of all 
other impacted farmers who might be agitated to act alongside Bandle in order to pressure the government 
for a feasible and acceptable solution (16).  
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• šŰÚ BandlečĞ�
=ŋĀƌž� drone users�"ı�Ɓ�Ɖĵ�wƌcouncilčĘĘ�Ř
řg§ŀšĘąŗčĸ��Iŵ� drone��;ĉčērg farmersčÅy 

• .Ĉ quote + contextč �-� evidenceŢ�ðÌÁ topic sentence¶źŤčľĀ 

• Ĉı�čœŃ� 13č evidenceŢĸŢ�ðč=æƌłů quoteč`� 

• Intended effectƌŕĮ-farmersoaŔ council���"§ŀč¨��]'Þ��êčĹąƌ š
ŰÚGû�"č�üƌ»÷°FŝĚC council� 

• Ó<�
 ƐenoughƐč/|ƌjś¶Þ farmersč\Ć£ƌ�àx�Y!lĩśåīÎ�Õ
Oţ.�"Ý32<ÍV – intended effect. 

 
However, at the sharp turn of tone, he shifts to acknowledge the potential benefits of their drones in order 
to afford himself a rational and practical vibe (17). He believes that new technologies like this should be 
encouraged since it “will improve efficiency” and bring much more advantage to the farming industry (18). 
While establishing his objectivity, he focuses more on the practicality of drones in order to divert farmers 
arouse the anger towards rationality about the actual goodness of the machine (19). Thus, they are more 
likely to agree that banning the drone is not reasonable, instead they would expect a more friendly method 
to take advantage of the merits and prevent the downfall (20).  
 

• BandlečXw�
ŝ½č argumentƌdŏ�čŕĮ���ÚÿŢčƌÖĕčR�Ö�ãč.
Ĉƌ¹Ņ� droneÚ�Ęb��čÓęº 

• /ŔØ dronečzuÞi�ƌ!ÌÁ topic sentence 

• łů�š
/|Ú{,ŔßŕĮčƌŇŕĮ"ŅŎC droneč�Ĉ«ƌŇ�"ď1 droneâŜ
č&Ā 

• łů� Bandleš
H¶¯ļ�ąč¡hƌŨşŅŎCg�ł droneč&ĀƌBandleoŔß
�čŕĮ"Ś\�� droneÕG[ĆčŽDäì – š
�ÚÜGègč·ñ Ɗ��Ƃ Bandle

č�£ŋĀ2ųsƋƌį�Ú4ƂėíƌšêŕĮ"ÜG�ÙÈU 

 
Having created the righteous attitude towards drones, he proceeds to warn some stubborn people against 
the even more ominous damage of the technology, injury or federal accidents (21). He consecutively lists 
some actual accidents, “drones hitting and hurting people” and even cause “near misses with aircraft” (22). 
The factual evidence not only escalates they damages from merely financial losses, but also accentuates that 
drones may incur irreversible death (23). Audience is likely to be appalled, specially at the dreadful image of 
the “near misses with aircraft”, that this bite of the avoided accidents, they would never expect anyone to 
be caught in situation like that (24). Thus, they would be crystal clear that our urgent legislation is imperative 
to contain the horrendous actions (25). Bandle adopts they second visual in which a drone is flying with a red 
cross under its belly, implying that where a draw is irresponsibly flown, injuries would always ensue (26). The 
alert in the audience can thus be enhanced that drones are not as friendly and entertaining as they may 
seem, but in fact, they can be deadly in the wrong hands (27).  
 

• BandlečĞ�
ľĀƌdronež�Y!ī local farmersũ²ĨúÅy�wŠ'ũ²�Ĥč�4
�Ï 

• 6��4�Ïč/| 

• łůš�/|¶ Ĺč°� – ćfLſ 

• łůš��4�Ïč/|'{,ŔßŕĮ�.�"�© 

• Intended effectƍ ¶!u��ŕĮı�čćf�4ĭĶƌ�"'ţ>ļõÎ�ŢĸĜöåÍV
åĿĴ droneč.Ĉ – � Bandleč�£ŋĀ2ųs 

• =æ visualčĞ�ðƌĈı�čœŃÉŤ visualŰč9�g�Ú{,ÌÁC-Įoš�ñč=
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ŋĀč 

• Intended effectnĂīľ%�åč¡hÚ��ƌšŰÚŇŕĮ°ŎC dronečLſ« – Ţ�ð
ÌË=ŋĀ 

Finally, the speaker lands on his contention that everyone who files a drone should be scrutinised with 
“tough licensing process” to protect the security and privacy of others (28). He adopts the analogy with the 
“Learner Permit Knowledge Test” in the attempt to elucidate that drivers-to-be are expected to grasp the 
competence to be responsible to all other road users and the same rules to be applied to draw Flyers who 
would cause similar impact unto others (29).The widely accepted notions of drivers licence helps to clarify 
their last hesitation in audience’s mind and positions them to perceive the actual meaning of licensing drone 
players, to protect (30).  
 

• Bandleč�£ŋĀƌeZ� droneč.ĈŢĸġD 

• Â<ģòč techniqueƌ ĹĔ droneč.Ĉ�ŒŪ���č�4�@ƌ�»�gƐLearner 

Permit Knowledge TestƐ -ģò�šŰģòč-ĈÚ»�
�~oč´Įx�ŭżćč�Ļg
�
���Ēč�Ļ-ģòƌ'tGŕĮ�ū
żć�ăč understanding�šŰ!�
ƐLearner Permit Knowledge TestƑ Úĺx�¶ŅYč�Ļƌ¶!x��'ıāčŅY�.Ĉ
drone¶ŢĸčùŐ – Ɗ29ƋŔØš
ģòÚ{,ŔßŕĮč 

• š
ģò¶Aũč effectƌŕĮ"'ÜGč[ĆJ dronečĭŐãD – k��~oč�£ª¯
ÚļP0¾ŕĮ" 
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SECTION C – continued
TURN OVER

ac round infor ation

The district of Byways, in regional Victoria, depends on both farming and tourism businesses for economic 
growth. The local community is concerned about an increase in the recreational use of drones by many of 
the tourists visiting the district. A public meeting to discuss the issue was organised by the local council. The 
following text is the transcript of a speech delivered by a young farmer, Warwick Bandle. He provided two 
images to be displayed during his speech.

EC  C  r u ent and er ua i e an ua e

Lexie Liu
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SECTION C – continued

Good evening, everyone!

Drones and their inexperienced users are a costly problem for farmers. Drones are not things to 
play	with.	What	happens	if	drones	fly	so	far	they	cannot	return?	What	happens	if	their	batteries	
run	out?	Drones	flying	out	of	control	can	be	dangerous.	Just	imagine	the	damage	that	can	be	
done by falling drones. Imagine, then, these drone users as they look for their drones, crashing 
through	crops	or	leaving	gates	open	and	letting	out	the	sheep	and	cattle.	If	they	can’t	find	their	
drones,	the	drones	are	left	to	rust	in	the	fields.	Finally,	at	harvest	time,	they	are	swept	up	and	
damage the harvesting machines.

Let me tell you how serious this is. This harvest, a damaged drone, hidden by my crop, got 
tangled in my expensive harvesting machine. It cost me a week of work time as I waited 
for repairs to be made. I know I’m not the only farmer to have issues with drones used as 
playthings.

While farmers’ needs are being ignored by our council, tourists and their toys are being 
encouraged. Farmers are the heart of this area; many of our families have lived here for 
generations. We need more recognition of our central role in the community. We understand 
the importance of visitors to the businesses in town and we always welcome holiday-makers. 
However, when recreational drone users start causing major problems for farmers and our 
businesses, it’s time to say: Enough!

Don’t get me wrong! I’m not complaining about the drones themselves. I’m enthusiastic about 
using	technology	that	will	improve	efficiency.	In	fact,	we	often	use	drones	–	more	correctly	
called	unmanned	aerial	vehicles	–	on	the	farm.	Drones	save	us	time	and	money	with,	for	
example, spraying or checking crops for pests and growth. There is absolutely no way we want 
to	ban	drones.	It’s	not	only	farmers	who	benefit	from	the	use	of	drones.	We	all	remember	last	
year,	when	that	bushwalker	went	missing.	It	was	drones	flying	over	difficult-to-access	areas	that	
led to a speedy and happy conclusion.

Lexie Liu
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However, the problems with drones are getting worse. As drones have become cheaper, they 
have become more popular as an activity for the whole family. We’re experiencing increasing 
numbers of recreational drone users each year and, consequently, drone incidents are increasing. 
Drones out of control. Drones lost in trees. Drones hitting and hurting people. And, in extreme 
cases, drones in near misses with aircraft.

As incidents have increased, the Civil Aviation Safety Authority has introduced rules for both 
commercial and recreational use of drones in order to protect privacy and safety. These rules 
and regulations work well, so our airspace can be shared safely. However, there is a surprising 
difference	in	how	the	rules	apply	to	commercial	drone	flyers	and	recreational	drone	users.	
Commercial	drone	flyers	are	required	to	have	a	licence.	Recreational	drone	users	are	not.	
Commercial	drone	flyers	are	required	to	do	training	in	flying.	Recreational	drone	users	are	
not.	Currently,	commercial	flyers	and	operators	of	drones	must	have	a	Remote	Pilot	Licence.	
Recreational drone users only have to watch a short video and complete an online test. Once 
they	print	their	certificate,	they	are	free	to	go	out	and	fly	their	new	toy.

Why	this	difference?	Why	are	so	many	people	who	have	had	no	practical	training	allowed	to	fly	
drones? Do we let learner drivers on the roads on their own after simply completing their online 
Learner Permit Knowledge Test? Why don’t the same rules apply to everybody?

I	have	no	problem	with	the	recreational	use	of	drones	but	I	think	everyone	who	flies	a	drone	
should complete the same tough licensing process. Anything less is not fair and not safe.

We want the council to support and give priority to the farming community. The council must 
control	the	flying	of	drones	by	non-licensed	drone	users	in	our	area.	It’s	time	the	council	took	
action.

Thank you.

Lexie Liu
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Writing your speech 
 

Introduction 

• Introduce the issue and provide any necessary background. 

• State clearly your contention.  

• (Optional: include a list of your main reasons, without developing them here.) 

 

Body 

• First reason 

• Second reason 

• Third reason  

• Rebuttal 

 

Conclusion 

• (Optional- briefly relist your main points.) Restate your contention and point of view.  

• Final sentence- state a fact, ask a question and/or make a final observation that summarises 

your point of view. 
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Dos and Don’ts 
 
Do: 

1. Signpost your speech where appropriate. 

2. Cite your sources. 

• Newspaper/ magazines 

• TV/ radio 

3. Balance argument with persuasive language. 

4. Be careful with ‘slippery-slope’ arguments. 

5. Be clear about cause and effect.  

 

Don’t: 

1. Make wild/ exaggerated claims. 

2. Use personal attacks. 

3. Use overly aggressive or inflammatory language.  

 


